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Photo by Sheila Hepton, ‘Autumn Pear’
For more information about the
club, check out the website at:
oceansidephotographers.ca
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The aim of Oceanside Photographers is to promote
learning, sharing and enjoyment of photography in a
convivial atmosphere.

Contact information for all those on management is available o n our
website. If you have any questions please feel free to contact the
editor by phone at 250-586-3323 or email me at
newsletter@oceansidephotographers.ca, or gailcourtice@shaw.ca
Field Trips

Guest Speakers
October :
Michael van der Tol, local photographer, check out his website.
www.michaelvandertol.com
November:

Brad Powell, star stacking.

Please note
Next Meeting will be
Wednesday, October, 3rd 2012
in
Pioneer Hall East at the Civic
Centre. The big room at the
front of the building on your
right.

October’s FT is Big Qualicum Fish Hatchery, lunch at
The Fanny Bay Inn (For info
on FT’s see the website)
November’s FT: Demex on
the Port Alberni Hiway.
Lunch at Coombs.
December FT: Xmas around
town (QB) lunch at Bailey’s

Assignments
October: Roads and Lanes. See website
for more details.
November: Weather
December: Barns and Benches
(Assignments due by the 20th of each
the month)

Monthly P hoto Assignment Clarificaton
Assignment photos must be taken for that assignment. The photo has to be taken
within 3 months of submission, hence the advanced notice of assignments. No pulling
photos from your files that are 5 years old. It does not have to be taken locally, or even
in the country, so long as it is current and fits the category. Don’t forget the date of the
image is encoded into your photo!
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Club Bulletin Board

Education Meeting

Please Note
It was decided that
there will be no more
coffee and goodies
served at the meetings.
Feel free to bring your
own.

The third Tuesday of
the month at 7PM at
QB Civic Centre.
As of September, we
will be meeting in the
Windsor Room.

Submission Deadline for the November Newsletter is October 23rd

Due to allergies, asthma and other conditions, we request that you do not wear anything with a fragrance
to the club meetings. Thank you from those who suffer!

Please remember to wear your name tag at each general meeting, education meeting and field trip. We
have so many new members it would be nice to be
able to put a name to the face.

Important
If you change any of your personal information, like email
address etc, PLEASE let us know so that we can update our
records.
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S TOP A ND SMELL THE ROSES…ER…PHOTOGRAPH THE POPPIES
Provence is known for its purple fields of lavender, but in late spring, the countryside of the Luberon region becomes ablaze with scarlet poppies. While staying in the area
this year, I was delighted to see field upon field of these stunning blooms. I knew I could
not leave Provence without photographing them, and decided I needed to find an accessible pasture and walk amongst the flowers. One day, not far from our accommodation, this
magnificent view appeared as we rounded a bend in the road. STOP, I shouted to my
somewhat startled husband! Camera in hand, I dashed across the road and happily sat
surrounded by this glorious riot of colour. My husband Alan soon followed me, and I am
sure the locals regarded us with some amusement. “Les tourists”, I can hear them muttering…! I was so thrilled with this find that I was determined to photograph the field
again, in early morning or late afternoon. So, a few days later, I set out in early morning
to find again my field of red. But, much to my dismay, the farmer had decided to cut
them to the ground; no more beautiful poppies! So, I say, when the opportunity arises,
stop and smell the roses or photograph the poppies, as you never know…….
Vivienne Bearder
Nikon D90 with a 11-16 zoom lens

New Members
At the September 2012 general meeting, three people signed up as new members to the
club. Please welcome Geoff Hallett, Ian Dewar and Don Luke.

For those of you who might be interested. A guide book for taking photos with iphone.
http://digital-photography-school.com/iphonephotos From Vivienne Bearder
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From The Editor’s Desk
Dave and I have been in our ‘new to us’ home for a year
now! Where did that year go? It has been a year of mostly fixing
things, painting rooms, figuring out the sprinkling system and trying to make the garden less work! It has been a year of decisions
and choices! Oh yes, and compromises! Talking of decisions, I decided to change the page margins in the newsletter, this allows
for more items on a page and hopefully it will cut down the number of pages. Mind you, that will not be difficult anyway, as each
month it gets increasingly hard to come up with material. As I
have stated numerous times, this newsletter is about the club and
your achievements, so if you don’t tell me what they are I can’t
put them in the newsletter. If you are having an exhibition, taken an interesting holiday,
have discovered something photographically, or anything at all connected to why we are
all in the club, then please let me know. The newsletter will be only as good as the material that I get. It is far more interesting to read about people we know than some technical piece of info taken from a magazine or the internet. I do thank the people, who in
the past, have willingly given me articles. I hope everyone has enjoyed reading them as
much as I have. Do consider sending me an article—don’t be shy. You can then forward
your efforts with pride to friends and family!

Gimmickry is like a mask by John Neel
It conceals what is underneath. In some cases, the addition of an effect can
work to emphasize an idea. In most, it will probably ruin it.
While they can be useful, there are many reasons to not use effects such as textures or other types of crazy gimmicks. In most cases, they will seem contrived and
will likely detract from the basic concept of an image.
Images need to be read. If we cover the content with gimmickry, we lose the
context. In some cases, when used skilfully, certain effects can be useful to improve,
create, or underscore the experience. If the techniques used to produce an image detract from the message it creates a problem with seeing the image. The things we do
to an image should support the basic concept. Every step in the process of making an
image needs to be carefully thought out. If colour detracts, we might try creating a
black and white. If we want to emphasize the lightness of a cloud, we might make the
tones match the concept or contrast it with something heavy. It is all about using what
is visible to accentuate what we want the reader to see.
HDR is a great example of what I mean. Crafting an image with too much effect makes
the effect more important than the image content.
Art is like any language. When you string words together, they need to make
some kind of sense.
The same is true with the structure of an image. When we do it right, the image
speaks for itself.
Read more at http://www.pixiq.com/article/when-gimmicks-kill#T275flgleALZgpa3.99
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L-R: First Place Colour, Kevin McGuinness
First Place B/W, Linda Lundberg
First Place Digital Art, David Popham

L-R:Second Place C olour, Roy Watts
Second Place B/W, Kevin McGuinness
Second Place DA, Sheila Hepton

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
WINNERS, LOVELY IMAGES AND
WELL DONE TO ALL THOSE WHO
PARTICIP ATED. Keep the Images coming. That’s how you
learn!
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PHOTOGRAPHER, HANNAH MAYNARD

GC

It was in a Beautiful BC Magazine a few years back that I first heard about Hannah
Maynard. I was blown away with what she was able to do with photo manipulation; and
that was back in the mid 1800’s and working with glass plates!
Hannah was born in 1834 in Bude, Cornwall and married Richard Maynard in 1852 .
Shortly after their marriage they sailed to Canada and settled in Bowmanville, Ontario.
It was here that Hannah learned the art of photography. In 1862, Richard and Hannah
packed up their four children and moved to Victoria. Hannah bought camera equipment
and set up her own Portrait Studio on Johnson Street, Mrs. R. Maynard’s Photographic
Gallery. Prim Victoria was not used to a woman having her own business and so they
did not patronize Hannah’s studio, seeing her as totally unconventional.
The Maynard’s travelled throughout the Pacific North West creating an extensive
negative collection. Hannah experimented with every new photographic technique, working with photo sculpture, double exposures, composite images and cut and paste. Obsessed with her children and haunted by family deaths, Hannah created images that reflected her fear. She created images of cascading children's’ faces crammed into one
montage, or the appearance of truncated bodies. The idea of ‘suspension’ appealed to her
and so she would use the same person twice in the same space at a single moment, or
use a person standing beside or opposite their double on one exposed plate! Hannah experimented with mirrors and the possibility of infinity contained within them. To push her
surrealism, Hannah overcame the technical problems posed by multiples. She also
placed herself in complicated settings and took technical risks and solved them!
When Hannah retired in 1912, she suggested that she had probably photographed
everyone who passed through Victoria. She died in 1918 and is buried at Ross Bay Cemetery in Victoria. An extraordinary lady who was way ahead of her time!

For more information Google Hannah Maynard
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A Spark of Interest
Jack and I have two grandchildren, an 18 month old girl, Stella, and a 7 year old
boy, Owen. Because Owen lives in Waterloo, ON, we don’t get to see him more than
once a year. This year we were delighted to have a week to spend with him in Edmonton
while he was visiting his dad. Owen loves Lego and soccer, reading and computer games
- in fact he earns time on the computer by time spent reading books - a great concept. We spent time reading with him and building Lego but felt as if we wanted to connect in a better way but couldn’t really think of something that might work with such limited time available.
We took him to the Telus World of Science one day and while he had fun he didn’t
seem to be terribly enthusiastic. On the way home he spotted the Muttart Conservatory’s
pyramids and asked if we could go there the next day. I was surprised because the conservatory contains a display of the world’s plant life and didn’t see how Owen would be
much interested in that. However, since it was his request we agreed immediately and
so the next morning set off towards Muttart. I asked Owen about his interest in the
pyramids and he informed me that he had been to a Halloween party there two years before and had a lot of fun. This worried me because clearly there would be no party and
how interested would a 7 year old be in a bunch of gardens.
We arrived and paid our entrance fees and off he raced to the tropical pyramid. Jack and I toted along our cameras of course and began taking photos of the various orchids and Owen began to look bored. I asked him if he’d like to take a photo of
something and he said that he would. I carefully slung my 7D
over his neck and talked him through taking a photo and in
that moment we could see his eyes sparkle. We talked about
close-up photography and how it compared to taking a shot
from a distance; we talked about composition (yes we really
did) so he took two photos of a wooden owl - one with the owl
in the middle of the frame and one with the owl off to the left
so that the owl was looking to
the right - and we discussed
why one was better than the
other.
As the day progressed he
was asking more often if he
could take a photo of this or
that. It was wonderful to see
him so engaged and interested
in taking photos and trying to
understand how to get the best shot. We were both right there to answer any questions
and to hold on to the camera strap just in case because he’s just a little guy and the
camera was very heavy for him. He spent time shooting with me and Jack as well.
I hope this will encourage you to share your camera and knowledge with your children or grandchildren. A spark of interest can lead to a lifelong passion as well as a bond
between you with a shared hobby. We printed up all of Owen’s images so that he could
take them back to Waterloo with him and he was so proud. It was a wonderful day for all
of us and I have no doubt that when we next get together photography will play a role in
our visit. Shelley Harynuk
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Laetiporus Sulphureus
One thing about photography is that you learn to constantly be on the look out for
subjects to line up in the view finder. You begin to notice everything, sometimes to the
point of distraction. It can ruin a holiday as you are
always seeing the perfect photo op but either not able
to stop, too many people in the way, wrong time of
the day and you can’t return to that spot and so on. It
can be frustrating as well as extremely rewarding. It’s
a bit like a love affair, the thrill is all in the chase
really, once you’ve captured your image that’s it!
Well, I guess there is the post-production!
While walking the dog at the end of August,
Dave noticed bright orange fungus growing on a dead
tree in the Heritage Forest. He came home all excited
and said we should go the following day and take
photos. I thought he had seen Witches Butter, those
rather gross blobs of orange jelly that look like they
came from another planet. Imagine my delight when
we arrived at the spot to find brackets and brackets of
brilliant orange Sulphur Fungus. I don’t recall seeing
them before, so it was a treat.
We set up our tripods and went to work. I
wanted to use 100 ISO to eliminate noise. In the low
light conditions of the forest this gave me a slow shutter speed, so I decided to use mirror lockup and cable release to minimize any shake.
To start, I set my aperture to F8 and found the exposure time was about 2 seconds. Far
too long for hand holding at that ISO. I left my
White Balance at Auto as I find that it works well
most of the time. One can change White Balance
later in Photoshop if you shoot in RAW. Depending
on the angle and direction of the light, I did have to
make camera adjustments accordingly.
A man stopped to tell us that a few days earlier the fungus had been white, then turned yellow
and now was this brilliant pumpkin orange. As soon
as I got home I checked in my Mushroom Field
Guide to identify the fungus. They are edible when
young, well, the ones that grow on deciduous trees
back east are and they are called ‘chicken of the
woods’ as apparently they have the texture and
taste of chicken. I later talked to Frieda Van der
Rees and she told me that she and Michael have
eaten them. (And they are still here!) So the other
aspect of photography is that I learn something
new all the time as it made me want to know what
these stunning fungi are called. No doubt about it,
photography is a great hobby for so many reasons.
GC
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Focus On You Photography
Christine Budimir
I left Ontario at the age of 19 not knowing what I was going to do but knew that I
was on an adventure. I brought with me my first camera which was a going away gift
from my sister and her husband. I loved it. I took it everywhere and basically kept a
photo journal of the seventies and eighties. Then a friend gave me an even better camera with interchangeable lenses! I was in heaven. So I taught myself a lot and took picture after picture. I was always the one with the black box in front of my face, with one
squinty eye. In the 90s I took a photography course at Capilano College to understand
more about what I was doing and how to get more use out of my camera. I left that successful and more in the know.
Next thing came digital and it allowed me to pursue my passion and do so much
more: Without it breaking my bank account. I got to look at my work right away. I
could see my mistakes and my successes immediately. I must say digital has been a
godsend. My work got better and I have been able to sell a number of my photos. But I
also had friends that knew of my passion for photography so next thing I knew I was doing weddings and births! When my daughter got married she hired a photographer and I
was very disappointed in their work so decided that I could make a small living doing
weddings as well. So I started Focus on You P hotography about 3 years ago and now
have a website at focusonyou.vpweb.ca which will show you my portfolio. I will be advertising this year also in the Parksville/Qualicum wedding magazine that comes out once
a year. I have done a number of weddings, anniversaries and even homes for sale.
I must say the birth of my granddaughters has given me more experience at photographing portraits and events than anything else that I have had to do. Weddings and
events that have all those different people in them and different weather conditions and
different sizes and heights of everyone are very hard to do compared to scenery. I have
local scenery photographs in the Beach house café where I work 3 - 4 nights a week and
have sold a number of them to tourists. It is all quite satisfying work. My husband is my
best critic but also my biggest supporter and it was with his backing that I decided to
start my own business. I have earned enough money to upgrade my equipment which is
only making me better.
Joining the photography club has been fun as well in the sense that I get to take
some pictures of things that I
would not normally do and have
others see and enjoy them. I get
to be artistic and learn all about
Photoshop which in itself needs
a course! I look forward to photographing more of everything
because everything out there is
worth a picture and we all know
a picture is worth a 1000 words.
The best thing to remember is, it’s not the camera that
takes a good picture but the
photographer.
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MEMBERSHIP CARDS
Annual Membership Cards are now available and will be handed out to members at the
next General meeting. By showing your card to places like The Source, London Drugs, Island Exposures Gallery etc, you will receive discounts on your purchase.

SAVE ALL YOUR MAGAZINES!
Libby has a fun project planned for an upcoming education meeting:
Date to be announced, but probably in the New Year. For this you will
need magazines of every description so start saving them. More details later.

December Favourites Slide Show

If you would like to participate in the slide show at the December meet ing, send 2 of your favourite photos by November 15th to
Randy Hall at: pastpres@oceansidephotographers.ca. Using the same size
image as for the monthly assignments. Photos must have been taken within
the last 12 months. Can be any subject.
Our December meet ing will be a social, so bring finger food. Coffee will
be provided, but bring your mug.
Photo C hallenge, ‘Shutterbug Spotlight’
Each month we will post a photo challenge and the chosen submitted photo will
feature on the front cover of the newsletter. Nov em ber’s challenge photo is
‘Pum pkins’
There are no limitations as to how you do it. Black & white, colour, manipulated. Have fun with it. The photo must have been taken this year. Please send it
no less than 1 MB. Email photo to: newsletter@oceansidephotographers.ca Deadline is
October 23rd for November’s edition. Each month a different committee will pick the
front page. The images are sent to them anonymously. *Only one photo per person
Please!!
With so many new members, w hen submitting, Please give me your full name,
just your email address is not enough. Thanks.

“If you see something that moves you, and then snap it, you keep a moment.” – Linda
McCa rtne y

“Anything more than 500 yards from the car just isn’t photogenic.” -Edwa rd Weston
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Now that’s a photo op!
(San Luis Obispo, California)
TOSH’S Members Show
The Old School House is currently showing a members only show. There are 10 club
members with pictures on display and not all of them are photos! So I hope you will get
a chance to pop in and check it out. The show ends October 13th.

ISLAND EXPOSURES ART GALLERY WILL GIVE
OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHERS A 20% DISCOUNT.
Talk to Craig Carmichael at 5-183 West Island Highway,
Parksville (Beach Club)
Phone:250-586-5225
Craig will meet all your framing needs and do spectacular
canvas wraps.

